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Summary

Catalyst

Thycotic is a developer of what it terms privilege security, which covers areas such as privileged 

account management (PAM), behavioral analytics of privileged users, and application control.

Key messages
 Thycotic’s flagship product is Secret Server, a vault with which companies can store, 

distribute, change, and audit their corporate admin passwords. 

 Secret Server is available as on-premise software or as software-as-a-service (SaaS). 

 Thycotic also offers privilege management for Unix and Windows. 

 M&A activity has added behavioral analytics for privileged users. 

Ovum view

With privileged users’ credentials a major target for threat actors, the ability to manage their 

passwords and monitor activity using them is critical. Thycotic is a growing presence in the overall 

privilege security market, thanks to its traditional strength in areas such as password vaulting and two 

recent acquisitions.

Recommendations for enterprises

Why put Thycotic on your radar?

Thycotic aims to grow its market share in PAM under Insight’s tutelage and with its owner’s injection 

of funds. It has expanded its capabilities organically and through acquisition, and markets its 

technology as easier to work with and more economical to deploy than that of leading competitors. If 

you plan to implement PAM, or are considering replacing a platform that is particularly onerous in 

capex or opex terms, Thycotic should definitely be considered, particularly as Secret Server can be 

acquired as either on-premise software or as SaaS.

Highlights
Privileged account management technology, also known as privileged access (another PAM), 

privileged user, or privileged identity management (and sometimes referred to as PUM or PIM), is a 

specialized sector within the identity and access management (IAM) field focused on the individuals in

an organization who have access rights to its most critical business assets. 

As the cyberthreat landscape has evolved and exploits have grown more sophisticated, targeting 

these users has become a favorite approach of attackers. Verizon’s Data Breach Investigations 

Report (DBIR) says 81% of current cyberattacks involve the misuse of privileged account credentials.

This in turn has raised the profile of and demand for PAM in recent years. Therefore, while its earliest 

practitioners, some of them dating from the 1970s, focused exclusively on PAM, several heavyweight 
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vendors from the mainstream IAM world have added a PAM capability, and vendors including IBM, 

Oracle, and CA all now have PAM offerings.

Thycotic is one of the dedicated PAM vendors now coming into increased competition with the larger 

players coming into the market from the IAM world. It is completely focused on privilege security, and 

thanks in part to Insight’s injection of funds in 2015, Thycotic has been acquiring firms with 

complementary technologies to deepen its offering, without losing its focus on the privilege space. 

The addition of behavioral analytics, for instance, was clearly valuable, because companies are 

increasingly feeling the need not to only to manage privileged accounts, but also to monitor activity 

going on within them. 

The Windows privilege management and app control capability, meanwhile, means Thycotic can now 

remove administrative privileges from business users and limit the privileges available to users and 

applications to only what is needed, allowing only trusted applications to run. This enables 

organizations to stop the progression of most malware-based attacks at the endpoint, limiting the 

attacker’s ability to move beyond the initial point of entry.

The PAM sector is busy, and among Thycotic’s most direct competitors is CyberArk, which is widely 

seen as the leader in market share and revenue, even though larger players have entered the arena 

over the last couple of years. Thycotic considers its competitive advantages over CyberArk to be its 

technology’s ease of use, time to value, and lower total cost of ownership.

Background

Thycotic was founded in 1996 by CTO Jonathan Cogley, who initially located the company in the UK, 

then transferred to the US several years later. The company moved from providing consultancy 

services to software development in the early 2000s, focusing on privileged account management 

with its first product, Secret Server.

Thycotic’s current CEO is James Legg, who joined as president and COO in August 2015. He had 

previously held the post of EVP and GM of Unitrends after serving as CEO of PHD Virtual, acquired 

by Unitrends in 2013. Before that Legg was VP of worldwide sales for Idera Corporation and VP of 

sales at NetIQ Corporation, having come to the company via the acquisition of PentaSafe Security 

Technologies, a remote access, vulnerability assessment, and intrusion detection vendor.

Thycotic was cashflow-positive shortly after its foundation, and bootstrapped its development for 

many years. In July 2015, it received a “significant” investment, when VC and private equity firm 

Insight Venture Partners bought Thycotic. Since then it has made two acquisitions. In February 2016, 

it bought Arellia, a developer of Windows endpoint security and application control software, and in 

November 2016, it acquired Cyber Algorithms, which brought with it a behavioral analytics capability 

for privileged users.

Current position

While it is best known for Secret Server, Thycotic’s portfolio has grown in recent years, partly through 

its M&A activity.

Available as both on-premise software and as a cloud-based service, Secret Server is a privileged 

password manager that enables companies to store, distribute, change, and audit passwords in a 

secure environment. Among its security features, Secret Server provides AES 256 encryption as 
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standard encryption of the vault, SHA-512 hashing for authenticating passwords, and RDP/SSH 

sessions can be proxied through the platform for greater control and logging of active sessions into 

sensitive endpoints.

Last year’s Cyber Algorithms acquisition enabled Thycotic to launch Privileged Behavior Analytics for 

Secret Server, which is behavior baselining technology for identifying and alerting on suspicious 

privileged account access. The product provides real-time graphical views of privileged accounts and 

access patterns for individual users across an enterprise, alerts on potential account compromise by 

hackers or malicious insiders and, Thycotic argues, frees up time and effort from time-consuming log 

collection and analysis.

Another product group is Privilege Manager, which has versions for Unix and Windows. In the case of 

the Unix edition, it enables Secret Server admins to build a Unix command whitelist to limit what users

can do with privileged accounts. It also increases security with control of root credentials to limit 

privileges, while meeting compliance regulations and policies for Unix Superuser Privilege 

Management (SUPM), and reports on what commands users can run to prove audit or compliance 

mandates.

The Windows edition is designed to protect endpoint against ransomware and evolving advanced 

threats, as well as to provide application control and privilege management, enforce least privilege 

policy without impacting productivity, and save time and reduce help desk calls.

A Privilege Manager for Mac OS is planned for the near future.

Thycotics Endpoint Privileged Access Security (EPAS) Suite is the deployed combination of Secret 

Server and Privilege Manager, designed to control not only privileged accounts and access, but also 

what a user is allowed to do once they are on that target endpoint.

Thycotic’s go-to-market strategy is designed for high velocity, and the company is 100% channel-

focused internationally and 80% in North America. 
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Data sheet 

Key facts

Table 1: Data sheet: Thycotic

Product name Core flagship products: Secret
Server (on-premise or cloud 
SaaS); Privileged Behavior 
Analytics; Privilege Manager 
for Windows/Unix. Supporting 
products: Password Reset 
Server; Group Management 
Server; Local Security 
Solution; Security Analysis 
Solution

Product classification Privilege security

Version number Secret Server 10.2; Privilege 
Manager 10.2; Privileged 
Behavior Analytics 1.0

Release date Latest release date for Secret 
Server, Privilege Manager, and
Privileged Behavior Analytics: 
04/12/2017

Industries covered All Geographies covered Americas, EMEA, and Asia-
Pacific

Relevant company sizes All markets with a focus on: 
primary: midmarket; 
secondary: enterprise

Licensing options Perpetual or subscription; 
annual support license for 
upgrades and technical 
support

URL https://thycotic.com Routes to market Direct and channel

Company headquarters Washington, DC, US Number of employees 150

Source: Ovum

Appendix

On the Radar

On the Radar is a series of research notes about vendors bringing innovative ideas, products, or 

business models to their markets. Although On the Radar vendors may not be ready for prime time, 

they bear watching for their potential impact on markets and could be suitable for certain enterprise 

and public sector IT organizations.

Further reading

Privileged Identity Management Beyond Vaults and Proxies, IT0022-000571 (January 2016)

Ovum Decision Matrix: Selecting a Privileged Identity Management Solution, 2015–2016, IT0022-

000526 (November 2015)

On the Radar: Bomgar expands into privileged access management, IT0022-000524 (November 

2015)
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We hope that this analysis will help you make informed and imaginative business decisions. If you 

have further requirements, Ovum’s consulting team may be able to help you. For more information 

about Ovum’s consulting capabilities, please contact us directly at consulting@ovum.com.

Copyright notice and disclaimer

The contents of this product are protected by international copyright laws, database rights and other 

intellectual property rights. The owner of these rights is Informa Telecoms and Media Limited, our 

affiliates or other third party licensors. All product and company names and logos contained within or 

appearing on this product are the trademarks, service marks or trading names of their respective 

owners, including Informa Telecoms and Media Limited. This product may not be copied, reproduced, 

distributed or transmitted in any form or by any means without the prior permission of Informa 

Telecoms and Media Limited.

Whilst reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the information and content of this product 

was correct as at the date of first publication, neither Informa Telecoms and Media Limited nor any 

person engaged or employed by Informa Telecoms and Media Limited accepts any liability for any 

errors, omissions or other inaccuracies. Readers should independently verify any facts and figures as 

no liability can be accepted in this regard – readers assume full responsibility and risk accordingly for 

their use of such information and content.

Any views and/or opinions expressed in this product by individual authors or contributors are their 

personal views and/or opinions and do not necessarily reflect the views and/or opinions of Informa 

Telecoms and Media Limited.
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